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!!!!!!
ABSTRACT OF THE THESIS  !!!

The Sky Calls to Us !!!
by !!!

Nichole Elizabeth Speciale !!
Master of Fine Arts !!

University of California, San Diego, 2014 !!
Amy Adler, Chair !!!!

! The Sky Calls to Us, is a the series of installation and wall works inspired by 

popular scientific descriptions of space exploration. The majority of the works were 

made in collaboration with clarinetist and sound artist Curt D. Miller. They explore 

surface as a receiver and sound as a way to extend the two-dimensional surface of the 

canvas into the space of the viewer-listener. The work is also rooted in feministic use of 

domestic materials, the audio-visual relationship, and history of painting, particularly 

the Albertian idea of canvas-as-window.!
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Illustration 1: Nocturn, 2012 
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Introduction!

! Over the last few decades, popularized science figures have worked to 

communicate discoveries about the universe and the implications of those 

discoveries to the general public. “If you wish to make an apple pie from 

scratch, you must first invent the universe,”  Carl Sagan states in his 1980 1

book Cosmos. Sagan demonstrates how a simple activity such as baking a 

pie is linked to the creation of the universe. In 2007, Neil Degrasse Tyson 

speaks on a similar principle in The History Channel’s The Universe “We are 

all connected; To each other, biologically. To the earth, chemically. To the rest 

of the universe atomically.”  The words of both figures act as a bridge between 2

scientific and colloquial understanding. This link, the delivery system for ideas 

about the universe, has inspired the series of work in The Sky Calls to Us, a 

title also based on a quote from Sagan. The majority of the works were made 

in collaboration with clarinetist and sound artist Curt D. Miller. They explore 

surface as a receiver and sound as a way to extend the two-dimensional 

surface of the canvas into the space of the viewer-listener. The work is also 

rooted in feministic use of domestic materials, the audio-visual relationship, 

and a history of painting, particularly the Albertian idea of canvas-as-window.!

!
!
!
 Carl Sagan, Cosmos, (New York: Random House, 1980), 218. 1

 “Beyond the Big Bang,” The Universe.The History Channel (New York: September 4, 2007).2
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Exhibition Works- NASA Embroidery Project! !

! Upon entering the gallery, the viewer will see a group of dark blue 

embroidered circles on old paper. This is the NASA End-sheet project, which 

has been ongoing since 2012. It is a project that reflects directly on my work in 

library preservation. For eight years, I have worked part time in library 

preservation departments helping to maintain general and special collection 

material. It has surfaced in my work both directly and indirectly. The training 

process I underwent was like that of a traditional, master-student 

apprenticeship, where precision, order, and efficiency were tightly monitored, 

each repair being critiqued at the end of the day. I visualize it as an inspection 

at an etiquette school: Every new skill learned was critiqued and mastery of 

each step is required before learning the next. In art-making, I do not embrace 

these qualities. I look for moments of chance, allowing material and time 

constraints to make key decisions about the direction of my work. In 

Illustration 2: NASA Excell Navy 01 
and NASA DMC 796 01, 2013
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preservation, a good job is an unnoticed job, but in my work I embrace the 

imperfections of the human hand. With the NASA End-sheets, I have made a 

conscious effort to bring the aspects of preservation into the artwork.!

! When working with general collections the value of a book is not in 

danger, which allows for a lot of hands-on work at a relatively low skill level, 

fostering greater development of hand-skills in the long term— a particularly 

important point when discussing the intuition for material stability and 

limitations. As a method of employing this intuition in my practice, I’ve 

extracted the action of sewing paper from the bookbinding process in the 

NASA embroidery project. Sewing onto a single sheet of paper simultaneously 

weakens and strengthens the material. In this project, I stitch visual elements 

based on the NASA symbol onto a discarded endpaper. Referring to the Book 

Anatomy Diagram in Illustration 3, the endpaper is a double-sized sheet that is 

Illustration 3: Case-bound Book Construction
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folded and attached to the text block either by sewing or gluing onto the first 

signature. The outer side is then glued to the case of the book attaching the 

book to its covers. The endpaper is both a structural device and a protective 

sheet for the inner pages of the text block. Part of my job in the preservation 

of library materials is to identify, replace, and discard brittle or damaged 

endpapers. By the time the endpaper has reached my hand for embroidery, it 

has served its function. Embedded within its fibers is a history of its life with 

the mother book. Sometimes this history is seen clearly on the surface in the 

form of a name, an inscription, or a bookplate. Embroidering onto this page 

plays with this history.!

! Embroidery has a history of female domestic use and use by feminist 

artists beginning in the 1970s. Its degree of engenderment changes 

throughout this history, which Rozsika Parker in her book, The Subversive 

Stitch, addresses: !

It is crucially important to recognise how diversely women have lived and 
resisted the specific forms of sexual oppression operating in different 
cultures and classes. And embroidery continues to illustrate to this day 
the heterogeneity of women’s work.   !3

Because the trope is continually reinforced, women’s work will continue to be 

a separate entity from male dominated positions. She goes on to state:!

Embroidery is still identified with femininity, but the frame work has 
changed. Women have challenged the constraints of femininity and 
entered previously masculine preserves. On the whole women no longer 

Rozsika Parker, The Subversive Stitch, (London: I.B. Tauris, 2010), 211.  3
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embroider as a gesture of wifely or domestic duty. But the aspect of 
embroidery as a bond between women has lived on. !4

The embroiderer has access to a readily available pool of past embroiderer’s, 

and employing the material almost becomes a secret handshake or code of 

entry. Parker demonstrates that because embroidery has had such a 

gendered past, its use today will always be understood in that context. !

! When viewing embroidery and the used endpaper combined, the 

viewer is confronted with opposing histories: The physical history of the 

endpaper and the social history of the embroidery. The resulting object is 

imbued with an air of narrative. Embroidery conjures thoughts of the domestic 

female, a trope of the past, and the endpaper dates the object. And when 

given the NASA reference, stories like grandmothers stitching excitedly about 

the new hope that comes with space exploration start to emerge. !5

!

! As the Code of Federal Regulations defines it:!

The official insignia of the National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration is a dark blue disc with white stars. The white hand-cut 

 Ibid., 215.4

 Amy Alexander, personal communication, 21 November 2013.5

Illustration 4: Artist Rendering of NASA Meatball Insignia parts
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letters “NASA” are in the center of the disc and are encircled by a white 
diagonal orbit. A solid red vector symbol appears behind and in front of 
the letters.  !6

When stripping this down to the dark blue circle and the white stars it simply 

represents space demarcated by the federal government. This revised symbol 

stitched onto the book page is cleaved of its original content and is now a 

symbol of an unknown and uncharted place that the government hopes to 

chart. Because the end page is a place to establish ownership of the book, the 

stitched symbol can suggest narrative asking whether this is an act of 

internalized incomprehension and awe, of the uncharted space, like in the 

case of the grandmother story or one of longing to control that space, a 

possible goal of the federal government.!

!
Exhibition Works- Sound Pieces!

! (Stereo)(if you wish to make an apple pie from scratch…) is a wall work 

approximately 60” wide and 42” tall. Materially, it consists of copper speaker 

wire stitched with artillery red thread to a gessoed canvas in two coil patterns 

side by side that meets in the center and weaves together. The effect is similar 

to watching light on a record player— the grooves of the coil catch the light 

and move as the viewer moves around the center. The magnetic coils, though 

seemingly fused, function as two individual speakers for an audio signal, 

playing the sound of two voices and a clarinet singing tones. !

 Aeronautics and Space. 14 CFR 1221 (Jan. 1, 2007).6
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! In front of the piece, the tones coming from the canvas vary between 

being precise sounds from an instrument and or wavering pitches of the voice. 

The piece is playing a cycle of recordings that are a combination of sine 

tones, tones and harmonics performed by clarinet, and notes sung by a 

female (me) or male (Curt) voice. The recordings represent a spectrum of 

sound production from mechanical to human. When the precise tones are 

playing the viewer can move themselves to experience nodes where the 

sound waves overlap producing a beating in sound. With the voice tones, the 

male voice sings a pitch on the right side and the female attempts to match 

the male’s on the left.  Often, the female voice misses the pitch or either voice 

will come in or out of tune. The listener can find moments where the sound 

waves sync, but are mostly aware of the imperfection in the singing. !

Illustration 5: (Stereo)(If you wish to make an apple pie from scratch), 
2014
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! The imagery directly refers to the sound it is playing. The coil form is a 

result of the mechanics of speaker production. A coil of copper wire with a 

magnet behind, on or under a vibrational surface will produce sound. 

However, the coil imagery also becomes representative of what is happening 

with the sound waves in space— the waves originate from a point source and 

expand outward in a circular pattern. The when the coils come together in the 

center, each is woven into the other. Because the wire is a physical material, 

the weaving becomes bulky and starts to take on an imperfect pattern 

harkening back to the imperfection in the male and female voice.!

!           Another work on the wall is a 26” x 26” canvas with a coil of 14-

gauge copper speaker wire stitched onto the surface with Excell navy blue 

thread titled It is More Blessed to Give than to Receive. As the copper is 

wound outward it subtly changes from a deep copper to a paler copper. The 

Illustration 6: It is More Blessed 
to Give than to Receive, 2014
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piece acts as an AM radio antenna receiving signal and sending it to a radio 

tuner and speaker. The piece plays a religious station local to the area. The 

idea for this piece was born out of (Stereo)(if you want to make an apple pie 

from scratch), when Curt and I realized an AM radio antenna consists of 

essentially the same material and structure as a speaker. We are particularly 

interested in Christian word being transmitted and received via technological 

devices and the moral paradox that lies both in the piece itself and in its title 

taken from ACTS 20:35. As the son of a pastor, Curt grew up following 

Christian practices until college, where the language he was primarily 

ingesting switched from being one of Christianity to a secular way of thinking 

and speaking. I also have had a consistent questioning of Catholicism, the 

faith in which I was raised. With this work, we address a more personal 

conversation in our relationship.!

! It is More Blessed to Give than to Receive more broadly addresses the 

idea of canvas as receiver. Alberti’s On Painting proposes that a painting acts 

as a window.  Anywhere the frame of the canvas is placed allows viewers to 7

peer into a represented three-dimensional reality. Thomas Brockelman in his 

essay, “Lacan and Modernism: Representation and Its Vicissitudes,” he 

responds to On Painting stating, “For if the picture plane is a window… It is 

also the screen upon which the scene occurring ‘behind’ it is depicted in a 

 Alberti, Leon Battista. On Painting. Translated by Rocco Sinisgalli. New York: Cambridge 7

University Press, 2011.
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quantifiable precise manner.”  The difference between the two analogies is 8

that with a window, a plane of glass, the image is being sent through a 

transparent surface to your eye, where the screen is a barrier, absorbing 

some of the image before it reaches the eye. Imagine this screen to be picking 

up information the way a projector would deliver an image via light. In It is 

More Blessed to Give than to Receive, the canvas acts as a screen, 

absorbing a different wavelength from the air— radio wavelength. !

! (Stereo)(if you want to make an apple pie from scratch) functions a little 

differently in these Albertian terms. The canvas is again being used as a 

screen, but in this piece the screen is not passive in receiving the information. 

The magnet behind the canvas causes the coil on the front of the canvas to 

vibrate the surface. It is therefore, the canvas that is actively projecting the 

sound.!

 Brockelman, Thomas. “Lacan and Modernism: Representation and Its Vicissitudes.” in 8

Disseminating Lacan, edited by David Pettigrew and Francois Raffoul, 207-237. (Albany, New 
York: State University of New York Press, 1996), 220.

Illustration 7: Speakers from Redshift/Blueshift
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! In the center of the room, installed on a table covered in black yarn, is a 

piece that also touches on surface as sound projector. Redshift/Blueshift fills 

the space with vibrational sound. The cones of 12 individual small speakers 

are covered with ball point sewing pins in red, blue, or green. Running through 

the speakers is a source of low-wave audio that is inaudible, but sound 

emanates because of the vibration of the speakers interacting with the pins 

covering the surface.  The frequency of vibration in the blue speakers slows 

down as that of the red speakers speeds up. The piece was created thinking 

about the Doppler effect and measuring light from stars to determine their 

distance. The green act as decoy.!

! Redshift/Blueshift echoes ideas from the NASA embroidery project. 

The use of sewing pins as active sound makers touches again on the subject 

of feminine craft. Like with the end papers, piercing the cone of the speaker 

challenges its stability. The ball point pin is an instrument that is meant to be a 

Illustration 8: Repeat After Me (Lunar Landing), 2013-2014
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place holder. This transience is reinforced by the intense movement of the 

speakers forcing some pins to become dislodged. !

! Along the back wall of the exhibit is Repeat After Me (Lunar Landing), a 

piece made of six blank canvases 12” wide and approximately 72” tall. This 

work has undergone many variations and in this one the canvases lean 

diagonally against the wall so that the top edges are aligned. The audio from 

the first man on the moon broadcast is being fed through a Pd program that 

splits the audio into pitch components. Each canvas plays a certain number of 

sine tones from the audio. It is not until the viewer is standing in front of — 

and a few feet out from — the installation, that he or she will be able to 

understand any of the speech.!

Exhibition Works- Visual Score!

! On the wall is an 18” x 24” drawing made on a navy blue satin fabric 

covering a sheet of bristol paper. There are three rectangles formed from 

Illustration 9: Variations II, 2014
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Excell navy blue thread and small white ball point pins, large white ball point 

pins, small silver sequin pins, and one gold linoleum nail puncturing the 

surface For this drawing I realized John Cage’s 1961 Variations II with my own 

tools of making.  After working with a number of musicians, I have come to 

understand that my own way of making— setting rules for myself to follow, 

using set tools, letting the making be guided by materials- is very similar to the 

way a musical performer works.  This gave me permission to attempt to 

realize this score written “for any number of players and any sound producing 

means.”  Since Variations II is a set of instructions to produce a musical score, 9

rather than a score itself, I used drawing as my “sound producing means" to 

realize the score.!

! As part of my research, I arranged a two-week long show with talks and 

performances around the idea of the graphic score at the Experimental 

Drawing Studio. UC San Diego Professor and Cellist, Charles Curtis and UC 

Riverside Art Historian, Liz Kotz gave a talk titled “Drawing in the Air: Sound 

and its Representation,” in which Kotz places John Cage and his peers in 

context with the visual arts:!

Musical notation and this trajectory for experimental music around 1960 is 

absolutely formative for the visual arts. That this model of a score and it's 

realization underwrites Fluxus; it underwrites performance art. It arguably 

underwrites a lot of minimal sculpture in terms of the idea of a plan and its 

 Cage, John. Variations II. (New York: Henmar Press/Edition Peters, 1961),1.  9
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realization…this notion that I think music is really formative in providing this 

model of a notation and a realization, that a notation that could be realized in 

a number of different media and types. You could make a music piece; you 

could make an object, etc. Or, that you could choose all kinds of things 

themselves as scores; you could choose an object as a score. !10

Kotz demonstrates that exchanges exist between art, performance, 

composing, and listening at the time of John Cage. In this sense, a drawing 

from Variations II is as much a performance of the score as that of a musical 

instrument. However, the drawing becomes a remnant of the performance, a 

physical reminder of the action performed. This drawing becomes a product of 

an idea that Charles Curtis touches on a little later in his discussion with Liz 

Kotz at Experimental Drawing Studio:!

I feel that music notation is not graphic, in fact it's a symbolic language. 
It draws more from writing and numbers than it does from images. 
Ultimately music notation, I think one could say that it's a hybrid of 
symbolic notations derived from words, numbers, and images and also 
of course, sound. So it creates this sort of constellation of these three 
things.!

So while I present my Variations II realization as a drawing it cannot escape 

the linguistic or symbolic connotations that are attached to musical notation. 

The realization process actually holds more of the art work than the resulting 

drawing. !

! Variations II is a set of instructions that includes 6 lines and 5 points, 

that requires the performer to drop the lines and then the points. 

 Charles Curtis and Liz Kotz. “Drawing in the Air: Sound and its 10

Representation,” (presentation, The Experimental Drawing Studio, La Jolla, CA, April 9, 2014).
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Perpendiculars are drawn from the points to the lines and the measurements 

from that process determine 6 main parameters of the piece: “1) Frequency, 

2) Amplitude, 3) Timbre, 4) Duration, 5) Rhythm, 6) Structure of the Event.”  11

Most of the work in realizing the score exists in making decisions about what 

the parameters in reality are controlling. For my realization, the simplest 

decision was about Duration, which I decided was the boundaries of the 

paper. I rectilinearly sectioned off the surface from the center of the page 

outward. The measurements from the score determined how far from the 

center and in which box the mark would be located. I interpreted timbre as the 

tools used to make the mark, which were chosen from my vocabulary of pins 

and nails. I chose six total and assigned each to a range of numbers that 

correlated with the measurements taken from the dropped transparencies. 

The most difficult parameter to set was the structure of the event, particularly 

because it would become entangled in the rhythm, which I decided would be 

how many times the event would occur within the duration. Finally, I 

determined I would need another drop of the transparencies to fully map out 

the structure of the event, which directed the groupings of the tools and their 

proximity within the group.!

! The resulting drawing looked very similar to pieces I had made in the 

past, such as Nocturn (Illustration 1), where I had intuitively placed the pins in 

a navy blue field of fabric— a representation similar to visualizations of stars 

 Ibid.11
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or atoms in space. Variation II provides very specific instructions centered 

around a chance event that will visually produce a work that also looks like a 

chance event. “To measure a thing is to tame it, to make it susceptible to your 

rules… And so with all measurement, which tries to make an irrational world 

rational, and by doing so, to master it,”  Charles Darwent remarks on 12

measurement in drawing in The Drawing Book. When I applied measurement 

to an originally intuitive system of making, I had a sense of validation. 

Applying my method of intuitive drawing to Variations II, an procedure of 

chance operations, demonstrated that seemingly random order could in fact 

result from order.!

!
Influences!

! A number of artists and works have influenced the pieces in this 

exhibition. I’d like to start by talking about those that had influenced my 

material usage and then move forward into the ones that informed the 

collaborative sound work.!

! Louise Bourgeois has a number of fabric drawings from 2002-2008, an 

example of which can be seen in Illustration 10  These works are intimate at 13

a small scale but hold a very substantial presence at a distance. The drawings 

that contributed directly to the trajectory of my work are the ones made from 

 Charles Darwent. “Measurement” The Drawing Book. ed. Tanya Kovats. (London: Black Dog 12

Publishing, 2007). 46
 Image from http://iiiinspired.blogspot.com/2011/06/fabric-works-of-louise.html.13

http://iiiinspired.blogspot.com/2011/06/fabric-works-of-louise.html
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long triangular pieces of striped fabric to form upwards of 10-sided polygons. 

She uses the striping to emphasize the formation of the shape and create a 

web-like figure, which is then often sewn together with other web-figures. The 

striping causes a vibration or shimmering across the surface of the piece, not 

unlike that of an Agnes Martin painting. From these works, I have been using 

patterned fabric as a base for many of my  wall pieces. The Bourgeois pieces 

acknowledge the sewn fabric pieces as coming from an indefinite field of 

pattern, which is highlighted in the placement of closely-proportioned pieces of 

fabric on top of or within a field of similarly-patterned fabric and the fine stitch-

work. I tried to emulate colors and patterns from her body of work to 

understand how these sweet or bold colored patterns function and also to 

think about setting boundaries in a boundless field.  In past works such as 

Portrait at -9 Months or Close Talker, I use the fabric to draw attention to the 

frame of the canvas that arbitrarily sections off a piece of infinite visual space. 

Illustration 10: Louise Bourgeois, Untitled, 2005
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The spiral form in the drawings is often associated with hypnotism or 

descending into a state of insanity, but the soft domestic materials contrasts 

with the harshness of geometric pattern to disarm it.!

Illustration 12: Self Portrait 
at -9 Months, 2013

Illustration 11: Close!
Talker, 2013                                                 
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! Ideas about domesticity and insanity also surface in “The Yellow 

Wallpaper,” written by Charlotte Perkins Gilman in 1892. This short story is a 

continual source of fodder for my work. The narrative follows a woman who 

has been deemed sick by her husband and placed upstairs for bed rest in a 

room with a patterned yellow wallpaper. As the story progresses the woman 

becomes obsessed with the pattern looking for things hidden in its design. 

Perkins uses the descriptions of the pattern as a way to further the readers 

into the woman’s madness.  What starts as an accusatory description, “One of 

those sprawling flamboyant patterns committing every artistic sin,”  becomes 14

one of enchantment and animation, “The front pattern does move— and no 

wonder! The woman behind shakes it!”   Eventually, the woman becomes 15

severely mentally ill, creeping around the bedroom to watch for the woman 

escaping the wallpaper. !

! A story in a similar vein is that of the film Gaslight from 1944 directed 

by George Cukor, adapted from Patrick Hamilton’s 1938 play of the same title.  

In this story a Ingrid Bergman plays the wife of a character played by Charles 

Boyer. Her husband murdered her wealthy aunt and married Bergman’s 

character to become the owner of her inherited jewels, which he plans to do 

by proving that Bergman is certifiably insane. He convinces Bergman that she 

is insane by keeping her isolated in their home and playing tricks such!

 Charlotte Perkins Gilman.  “The Yellow Wallpaper,” in The Yellow Wallpaper and Other  14

Stories, (Mineola, New York: Dover Publications, Inc.,1997), 8
 Ibid., 1515
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as dimming the gaslights or moving things from their place and insisting it is 

all in Bergman’s head. This is another instance where the female-lead is 

forced into madness through the dominant male’s influence. And it is again 

through the use of the domicile with particular focus on decor. !

! These stories have been primary inspirations for my work, particularly 

in my material choices. Thread and needle, sewing pins, and fabric have long 

been associated with decoration and domesticity. These stories highlight 

mental instability and claustrophobia associated with the domestic female and 

ask viewers to rethink that stereotype. In “The Yellow Wallpaper,” the woman’s 

descent into madness was prompted by the decorative nature of the pattern 

on the wall. The woman trapped in the wall paper becomes a metaphor for the 

overbearing linkage of females with aesthetics and the home.  Ingrid 

Bergman’s character becomes the victim of her own decisions about interior 

decoration when her decor is used against her— both characters 

psychologically imprisoned in their homes. !

! Obsession is the driving force of the narrator’s descent into madness in 

the “Yellow Wallpaper.” Each day the narrator describes the pattern in a new 

frame of reference built from the last day of observing. The sewn works and 

the pin works in The Sky Calls to Us demonstrate an underlying obsessive 

nature that differs from a accumulation of material. For instance, I have 

always felt a material likeness to that of the work of El Anatsui. Over the last 

summer, I traveled to see his retrospective at the Brooklyn Art Museum, 

particularly to see the wall works made of distillery bottle caps linked together 
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to form large tapestry like hangings, like in Illustration 13 . He is someone 16

who is working on the line between two-dimensional and three-dimensional 

and also using metal material that carries with it associations of a personal 

history. I recognize the differences in social and political motivations of his 

work and my own, but formally I feel there are similarities.   !

! What I discovered upon seeing the exhibit was that the wall works were 

tactile and became the whole of an accumulation of material, which speaks to 

a kind of quilting or textile making.  My work while it does accumulate material, 

it is also about fill, which is why it is constructed in the frame of a canvas— the 

edges of the canvas become the end limit that must be reached. To 

accumulate is “To gather or acquire (something) gradually as time passes,”  17

Illustration 13: El Anatsui, Ozone Layer, 2010

 Image from http://www.brooklynmuseum.org/exhibitions/el_anatsui/#.16

 Miriam-Webster Dictionary Online, s.v., “Accumulate,” accessed October 7, 2014. http://17

www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/accumulate.

http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/accumulate
http://www.brooklynmuseum.org/exhibitions/el_anatsui/#
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where to fill is, “To make (something) full.”  To be full is “Containing as much 18

or as many as is possible or normal.”  In filling, there is inherently a goal to 19

be reached which differs from accumulation, a passive act without deadline. 

That decided boundary sets the work up for obsessive making, the striving to 

accomplish a self-set of rules.  Also, El Anatsui’s work contains the marks of 

hardware used to link folded bottle cap to bottle cap— the viewer sees the 

discoloration of metal hit with metal and the areas of rust.  This speaks to an 

industrial labor.  The work that I am doing very much speaks to a form of 

domestic self-driven labor, where the marks are much more connected with 

the hand of the maker revealing a psychological state.!

! In thinking about the collaborative sound pieces and the history of 

female work I would like to mention the work of Jennie C. Jones, a Brooklyn-

based African-American artist who considers her work to be, “listening as a 

conceptual practice”  In an interview with the artist she was asked about her 20

transition to sound and her answer is akin to my own my experience, “I have a 

great ear, and I'm an obsessive listener, but quit every instrument I tried to 

learn as a kid--instead of the rigor involved with practice I wanted the freedom 

found in drawing. I love music notation as mark making and the language of 

 Miriam-Webster Dictionary Online, s.v., “Fill,” accessed October 7, 2014. http://www.merriam-18

webster.com/dictionary/fill.
 Miriam-Webster Dictionary Online, s.v., “Full,” accessed October 7, 2014. http://19

www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/full.
 Jennie C. Jones. www.jenniecjones.com. Accessed 6/1/14.20

http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/full
http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/fill
http://www.jenniecjones.com
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it.”   Like Jones, sound has been an integral part of my own life and has 21

inspired my visual practice. Growing up, I listened to my father play music.  He 

is a bass guitar player, so the sounds that I became most familiar with were 

low and comforting. The kind of physical sound that vibrates through the body 

and interrupts a thought-riddled brain. I attribute my interest in making the 

intangible tangible, to this fact. I was a very nervous child (and adult) and I 

remember having such visceral reactions to fireworks— they felt like such 

violations of my body, like unwanted pressurized bursts of sound hurting my 

ears, reverberating within me and my surroundings.  From these interactions, 

my relationship to sound is one which calls attention to my body. !

 Pricilla Frank, “Huffpost Art Interview with Jennie C. Jones,” http://www.huffingtonpost.com/21

2012/01/18/jenniecjones_n_1214474.html#s621723. Accessed 5/6/14. !

Illustration 14: Jennie C. Jones, Acoustic Paintings, 
Installed at The Kitchen, New York
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! Jones’s Acoustic Paintings from 2011 (Illustration 14) , which are 22

acoustic noise control panel and acrylic on canvas, sit silently in the gallery 

space, acting like modernist paintings.  However, upon close attention, the 

viewer will realize that they are made from fabric.  When learning that the 

material is sound absorptive, the paintings suddenly activate both the viewing 

space and the listening space, calling attention to the sounds or lack of 

sounds in the gallery.  I experienced these pieces in an empty gallery, where 

they amplified the intense silence in the room.  I assume that in a crowded 

gallery the panels absorb the sound making the gallery environment warmer 

sonically. Her work with the silence of sound really drove me to consider 

sound in the visual context.  !

!
Past Work - Collaborative Practice!

! The first work Curt Miller and I made was Asynchronicity (for Alvin 

Lucier), which was based on thinking about how the Jones pieces 

encompassed the space of the body to activate the ear in relationship to the 

wall. It is also influenced by the composer Alvin Lucier, who is most known for 

his experimental, musical works where sine tones interact to reveal the 

physicality of sound waves in space. Our work is about 5.5’ long and 2.5’ wide 

made of cream colored fabric stretched over red and white striped fabric with 

a horizontal line of eight speakers running across the middle of the canvas. 

 Image from www.jenniecjones.wordpress.com/sharp-compositions-canvas/22

http://www.jenniecjones.wordpress.com/sharp-compositions-canvas/
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The right four speakers play one sine tone that is slightly greater than the sine 

tone played on the left four speakers. Copper speaker wire is sewn in and out 

of the fabric creating a pattern that is based on how the sound waves interact. 

As the viewer or listener moves across the plane of the canvas they 

experience a change in frequency of a beating pattern.!

! From this work we decided to keep the speaker sewn into stretched 

fabric framework of the painting, but allowed more time to pass before 

conceiving the sound. As a result, we considered sound as a way into 

exploring and commenting on our relationship as collaborators and partners, 

subject matter that led us to pursue It is More Blessed to Give than to 

Receive. Portrait at -9 Months (Illustration 12) is a wall work approximately 28” 

x 16” consisting of two 4” speakers placed vertically in the center of a canvas 

of stretched patterned fabric overlaid with a cream colored piece of fabric. The 

Illustration 15: Asynchronicity (for Alvin Lucier), 2013
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speakers are alternately playing a 4Hz sine wave, which is inaudible and 

causes the speakers to pulse in and out as they struggle to output the wave, 

leaving the audience with varied associations to bodily orifices. Close Talker 

(Illustration 11) at the other end of the spectrum, pulls a viewer or listener in to 

hear sound that is being emitted through earbuds. This piece also on the wall 

is made from cream colored fabric stretched over red and white vertical 

striped fabric with holes cut and sewn like button holes down the right and left 

side of the canvas with the cord of the earbud exposed horizontally across the 

middle. Earbuds being on both sides of the canvas correspond to the 

placement of ears on a head encouraging the listener to listen to the right-

sided earbuds with their right ears and left-sided earbuds with their left. Up 

close the viewer/listener will hear dialogues, either read or performed by one 

part of the collaborative pair that give incite to their relationship. !

!

!
!

Illustration 16: Back and Front view of On Gravity, 2013
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Past Work - Individual Practice! !

! In the last few years I have engaged in a number of projects that have 

lead to my current exploration into sound painting. Of these projects, On 

Gravity and the Repeat After Me project relate directly to the work in The Sky 

Calls To Us.  Each highlights aspects of the work that has been included in 

this thesis exhibition and each has been an integral step in leading to my 

eventual use of sound to extend the plane of the canvas into the space of the 

viewer/listener.!

! On Gravity describes a group of works on stretched fabric in which 

patches of different types of sewing pins or nails are placed through the back 

of the canvas, so that the pointed ends are coming out the front side.  The 

original motivation for this project, and for all of my work in graduate school, 

was an interest in breaking the two-dimensional illusory surface of the canvas.  

My material choices have also relied heavily on this idea seeing pins or nails 

are essentially a line with a circular point at one end and a tapered end.  From 

a side view a nail exists as a line and from a frontal view it exists as a singular 

point.  It becomes an analogy for charting geographical or mathematical 

space.  Similarly, thread becomes a fixed length of line that can be pulled 

through back and forth within the plane of the canvas. !

! There are currently two fully covered canvases and one partially 

covered canvas each canvas is approximately 12” x 15.”  One full canvas 

contains yellow and green ballpoint pins pins, gold and silver plated sequin 

pins, a variety of silver wire nails and golden linoleum nails.  These materials 
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produce on the front, a light and soft looking texture that varies subtly in color 

and shade.  The colorful back side, becomes a pleasurable pattern to look at 

as the eye bounces over the points of the pins heads.  As the first in the 

series, I was cognizant of creating the back to be the more desired pattern 

(insert research about sight + pattern), so that when display the piece would 

be suspended 2-3 feet our from the wall allowing the viewer to make the 

discovery of the the flatter, more brightly patterned side.!

! The choices made in this second canvas respond directly to questions I 

had about the first particularly about weight and color.  This canvas contains 

white panel board nails, finishing nails,  brass colored sinker nails, linoleum 

nails and a variety of silver wire nails.  So where the first canvas used the 

lighter spectrum of nails, this one was made with the heavier spectrum.  In 

creating a heavier work, I was able to hang both, so that the viewer was 

confronted with building gravity as their eye moved to the ground.  Moving 

down the canvas the viewer is confronted with more mass, which causes the 

Illustration 17: Front view of On Gravity #2, 
2013
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surface to sag slightly more.  The colors in the this canvas are also heavier 

being more steely and stark, creating definite darks, mid tones, and lights.  

Unlike the subtle color shift in the first canvas, it asks the viewer’s eye to 

move quickly between the patches of nails. !

! This work is one that firsts addresses my purist relationship with color.  

I am drawn to materials that are about a limited choice in color such as thread, 

yarn, ball point pins. These materials, particularly the fiber materials attempt to 

offer a wide range of color, making it similar to mixing paint colors, but 

because it is a fixed color there is a finite range that the maker can work 

Illustration 18: Stills from Charles and Ray Eames’ “Powers of Ten”
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within. Small points of fixed color build up to create a plane of color. They 

become parts of the whole. As a result, color depends on scale.!

! “Powers of Ten” (1977)  by Charles and Ray Eames, a video primarily 23

about scale, serves as an analogy for how I consider material. In this video, 

the narrator takes viewers through a mock-up of what the universe looks like 

at macro and micro scales, starting with a couple on a lawn in Chicago. The 

frames work out to the universe and then come back to the couple before 

delving into their bodies at the molecular level. This visualization represents 

the images at 1019 and 10-11 meters as looking the same— a smattering of 

white specks in a black field. In once case it is a field of stars and in the other 

a field of electrons. As we move toward the extremes in the macro universe it 

begins to look a lot like our representations of the micro universe. Again at a 

scale of 108 meters we see the Earth in space, which mirrors the frame where 

viewers are introduced to the atom at a scale of 10-13 meters. In this scale 

comparison, the Earth which contains, “Everyone you love, everyone you 

know, everyone you ever heard of, every human being who ever was…”  to 24

quote Carl Sagan again, is being compared to the core of an atom which 

holds neutrons and protons, strings, and quarks.  So at this level human 

beings can be compared to parts of an atom and electrons can be compared 

to stars, it just depends on the vantage point. !

 Eames Office, “Powers of Ten.” Youtube video. 9:00. August 26, 2010. https://23

www.youtube.com/watch?v=0fKBhvDjuy0
 Carl Sagan, Pale Blue Dot, (New York: Random House, 1994), xv.24

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0fKBhvDjuy0
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! Where “Powers of Ten” uses a time-based medium to address scale, 

Repeat After Me addresses scale by considering the plane of paper or canvas 

as a closed system, like one would in a frame of a video. In this system a 

drawn, painted, or graphic image can reflect and respond only to itself through 

a fixed line: thread. However, it has taken on a few different variations. Initially, 

the project consisted of a series of 12 drawings on 8.5” x 11” paper.  The first 

mark or shape was made using, paint, pencil, or ink by intuitively choosing a 

point in the plane of paper and estimating where the line should end. Ahead of 

time, I knew roughly the shape that would be made. The process of making 

was from point to point like connecting a constellation, in the celestial sense of 

the word, and in some cases I came with a general idea of the characteristics 

of the lines. However, unlike a constellation, the points would not already exist 

in the plane to allow me to feel through the space. Each line would stop when 

it felt right.  After the first shape was drawn, I copied it in thread in a version 

that was either translated, rotated, or reflected from the original, similar to the 

Illustration 19: Repeat After Me #1, Repeat After Me #6, Repeat After Me #13, 2013
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way one might learn in geometry. The difficulty came in the way the thread 

had to move back and forth through the plane of the canvas, so that the shape 

had to be completed by following the lines twice— once forward, once 

backward.  !

! As a reaction to criticism and reflection on this series, I wrote a stream-

of-conscious text that illuminates my thought about the work:!

!
How does internal reflection work? And how can I use it in my practice? 
The way I am thinking about a line, as its own being, as having its own 
identity and then how it can mimic itself, reminds me of how at a certain 
angle a line of light traveling through a material gets trapped within the 
material.  It is forced to become self involved.  What happens to the 
patient who becomes trapped in his or her body? That person is trapped 
and forced to remain inward, no exchange with the environment.  Can a 
work of art, or a practice for that matter, behave in this way while 
acknowledging the external art world?  Working intuitively in a context of 
the conceptual seems this way.  Are my material choices imbedded with 
metaphoric meaning? I am inspired by comedic mimicry, does humor 
come across in my work?  Is pattern frivolous? If it is, can I use it to 
imply a lightness to the work?  Can I make it, on the surface, appear 
meaningless?  Is writing a statement in questions an avoidance of 
commitment to a real subject?  Do I want the work to provide the 
statement without the muddiness of my confused words?  Am I the 
trapped patient, unable to communicate? Or am I using total internal 
reflection as a discursive metaphor: if you stay within the drawing, the 
attention won't be on me?!!

As a result through my series of questions, psychoanalysis ensues. I 

appreciated the distance of this project from my own personal narrative.!

! At this time, I had met my collaborator, Curt Miller, who worked with me 

on a version of this drawing for 2 televisions. Using a Pure Data patch, he 

made a drawing, like the ones in the series. In order to highlight the cause-

and-effect relationships of my binary drawings, we copied the the drawing on 
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to the other screen and decided to use sound as an external stimulant. We 

extended each line from the constellation shape to reach the edge of the 

screen having one side start in that state and the other side start in the 

constellation form. When sound was taken in, a higher volume would bring 

one shape into order and cause the other to extend to the edge of the frame. 

As a result sound would bring these drawings closer to a state of equilibrium, 

which was neither a constellation-like shape nor full lines extending across the 

screen.  !

! For second iteration of this project, Curt and I worked collaboratively 

again, which seemed fitting given the binary nature of the project idea. We 

had an opportunity at the San Diego Museum of Art to propose an artwork 

around the idea of “Double Portraiture.”  Considering the ideas from the 

Repeat After Me project, we made another iteration that created a system that 

took in sound from the space to facilitate the repetitive process. I constructed 

Illustration 20: Repeat After Me Video Installation, 2013
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6 blank canvases that had surface transducers on the back that stood in a 

ring. A microphone was placed outside of the ring so that when a person 

spoke into it the sound would filter through a Pd patch and be repeated by 

each canvas-speaker around the ring continuously until it faded into a pool of 

older sound bytes. The effect was an amalgamated murmur consisting of 

traces of gallery attendees— a collaborative portrait from a select time and 

space.  The success of this project fell in the intimacy of the space created by 

the ring of speakers and the physical interaction that a person could have with 

the piece.  At the other end, the piece was unproductive with the free-form 

input from the audience that makes the piece fun, but altogether undirected.  !

! After the canvas piece, Repeat After Me manifested in an exchange 

between another musician and myself. Rachel Beetz is a flutist interested in 

the tangibility of music and is also an avid knitter. The combination of 

Illustration 21: Repeat After Me, 2013, Installed at San 
Diego Museum of Art
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physicality and fibrous strings naturally resulted in a project between us. 

Based on my drawings, Rachel curated 6 pieces for a concert thinking about 

the shapes and lines in my drawings, as well as ideas about repetition and 

human limitations. I then created a suite of drawings based on the music 

Rachel curated, which she then realized as scores for flute and noise.  This 

brought us to a point where it was necessary to perform together in a concert 

setting, simultaneously feeding off of one another’s mark making, both visually 

and sonically. The result was a performative installation as part of the 

inaugural concert of Flux Aeterna on May 2, 2014. I was backlit behind a 

paper panel and drew using artist tape, 9B graphite, yarn, and utility knife as 

Rachel played flute accompanied by percussive noise. !

The performance became more of a cooperative event than the transcriptive 

process that it was originally undergoing.!

Illustration 22: Script-Rescript 
#4, 2014
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! Ideas from Repeat After Me are still present in the The Sky Calls to Us: 

(Stereo)(If you wish to make an apple pie from scratch) embodies duality as 

the voices attempt to sing the same pitch; Variations II re-maps Cage’s 

original map of a score; and the canvases from the original Repeat After Me 

installation have been reworked to now act as a broadcasting sieve. Overall, 

The Sky Calls to Us places the newest collaborative works in the trajectory of 

my individual practice. All the work stems from perception, uncertainty, and a 

need to treat the plane of the canvas in a sculptural way. With this exhibition, I 

present another way of examining the relationship between sight and sound, 

one that is based in an understanding of painting.!

!
!

!

Illustration 23: Script-Rescript Improvisation performed for Flux 
Aeterna at preFAB, San Diego
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